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[57] ABSTRACT 

A registration system allows digital data or software to run 
in a use mode on a platform if and only if an appropriate 
licensing procedure has been followed. Preferably, the sys
tem detects when part of the platform on which the digital 
data has been loaded has changed in part or in entirety, as 
compared with the platform parameters, when the software 
or digital data to be protected was last booted or run. The 
system relies on a portion of digital data or code which is 
integral to the digital data to be protected by the system. This 
integral portion is termed the code portion and may include 
an algorithm that generates a registration number unique to 
an intending licensee of the digital data based on informa
tion supplied by the licensee which characterizes the lic
ensee. The algorithm in the code portion is duplicated at a 
remote location on a platform under the control of the 
licensor or its agents, and communication between the 
intending licensee and the licensor or its agent is required so 
that a matching registration number can be generated at the 
remote location for subsequent communication to the 
intending licensee as a permit to licensed operation of the 
digital data in a use mode. The code portion can be identical 
for all copies of the digital data. The algorithm provides a 
registration number which can be "unique" if the details 
provided by the intending licenses upon which the algorithm 
relies when executed upon the platform are themselves 
"unique". 

20 Claims, 12 Drawing Sheets 
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SYSTEM FOR SOFTWARE REGISTRATION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to improvements in systems for 

software registration and, more particularly, to improve
ments in arrangements where software is transferable by 
media such as magnetic disks, CD ROMS and the like. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Much commercially available software is provided at time 

of purchase (or license) on a magnetic media, typically a 
floppy disk. Frequently the only security feature attached to 
the software is a simple registration number stored on the 
media. This registration number identifies that particular 
copy of the software and it is often required at the time of 
installation of the software onto any given computer that the 
installer must provide the registration number independently 
to the installation routines. 

However, such simple security arrangements for the dis
tribution of software on media suffer from at lest two 
disadvantages: (1) each copy of the software made on any 
given media at the time of manufacture must include an 
individual, unique number, programmed into the media, and 
(2) this arrangement does not prevent copying of the soft
ware, once installed on any given computer, to another 
computer by means of file transfer (as opposed to reinstal
lation). 

WO 92/09,160 to Tan Systems Corporation discloses a 
registration system which is relatively sophisticated which 
relies for its security on a requirement that an intending 
software licensee must obtain from a remote location by file 
transfer significant and essential portions of the program 
which the licensee desires to execute. The arrangement 
disclosed in WO 92109,160 suffers from a number of defi
ciencies including: 

a. the shell program which the intending licensee initially 
executes requires a unique identity embodied within the 
shell prior to distribution of the shell program; 

b. the shell program is not, itself, a functional program-
that is, it does not include all of the code which the 
intending licensee wishes to execute. That program 
must be obtained remotely with all the delays, incon
veniences and possibilities of corruption during transit 
that that entails; 

c. the prior art system appears to require and indeed, rely 

2 
closes a computer software security system which relies for 
its security on a "machine identification code unique to the 
machine" upon which the software to be protected is to be 
run. Again, the disclosure is limited to identification of the 

5 platform and there is no suggestion or contemplation of 
linking platform identification with unique user identifica
tion. 

Also this arrangement does not allow the flexibility of 
transfer of copies of the program from platform to platform 

10 which can be run in a demonstration mode. 
It is an object of the present invention to address or reduce 

the above-mentioned disadvantages. 
Definitions 

Throughout this specification the term "software" is to be 
15 interpreted broadly so as to include all forms of digital data 

which are executable on a platform (as to be later defined). 
The digital data comprising the software can, for example, 
be code comprising a word processing program adapted to 
run on a PC or the like. The software can also, for example, 

20 be digital data stored on a CD ROM adapted for playback as 
music on a CD ROM audio drive. The digital data can be 
displayable information or information which is otherwise 
usable by a licensed user. 

Throughout this specification the term "platform" denotes 
25 an environment to be associated with a computing device 

such as a microprocessor or other data processing device 
which permits execution of the digital data (to which refer
ence has previously been made in relation to the term 
"software") whereby the computer can perform functions on 

30 input and output devices associated therewith. 
In some circumstances, the "software" or digital data may 

itself be the operating system environment. Typically, but by 
no means exclusively, examples of operating system envi
ronments include the MicroSoft DOS operating system, the 

35 IBM OS/2 operating system or the Macintosh System 7 
environment. In the degenerate case of microcontrollers 
operating from ROM, the operating system environment 
may be the microcode of the microcontroller which enables 
the microcontroller to execute machine code. 

40 In this specification, "use mode" refers to use of the 
digital data or software by its execution on a platform so as 
to fulfill the seller' s/licensor' s obligations in relation to the 
sale or license of the right to execute the digital data or 
software in the use mode. The use mode is to be distin-

45 guished from what might generally be termed unlicensed 
modes of operation (which is not to say unauthorized modes 
of operation) as typified by the demonstration modes later 
described in this specification. on, encryption to ensure that the program material 

which is communicated from a remote location is not 
intercepted for utilization in an unauthorized manner; 50 

and 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

d. it is unclear whether the system can accommodate and 
react appropriately to the situation where the program, 
once registered, is transferred in its entirety from one 
platform to another so as to avoid the requirement for 
payment of a further registration fee. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,796,220, assigned to Pride Software 
Development Corporation, discloses a system for unique 
recognition of a platform on which licensed software is to be 
executed. However, U.S. Pat. No. 4,796,220 does not con
template or disclose utilization of information which is 
unique to the user or intended licensee as part of the 
registration process which is to be distinguished from iden
tification of the platform upon which the software is pro
posed to be run. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,688,169 to Joshi broadly discloses the 
same principles as U.S. Pat. No. 4,796,220 in that it dis-

In broad terms, the system according to the invention is 
designed and adapted to allow digital data or software to run 
in a use mode on a platform if and only if an appropriate 

55 licensing procedure has been followed. In particular forms, 
the system includes means for detecting when parts of the 
platform on which the digital data has been loaded has 
changed in part or in entirety as compared with the platform 
parameters when the software or digital data to be protected 

60 was for example last booted or run or validly registered. 
The system relies on digital data or code which forms part 

of the digital data to be protected by the system. This portion 
of the digital data which preferably is integral to the digital 
data to be protected has been termed the "code portion" 

65 elsewhere in this specification. The code portion includes an 
algorithm adapted to generate a registration number which is 
unique to an intending licensee of the digital data based on 
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information supplied by the licensee which characterizes the 
licensee. 

The algorithm in the code portion is duplicated at a remote 
location on a platform under the control of the licensor or its 
agents and communication between the intending licensee 5 
and the licensor or its agent is required so that a matching 
registration number can be generated at the remote location 
for subsequent communication to the intending licensee as a 
permit to licensed operation of the digital data in a use mode. 

Preferably, the code portion is integral with the digital 10 
data and can be identical for all copies of the digital data. It 
is the algorithm embedded within the code portion (and 
which is duplicated at the remote location) which provides 
a registration number which can be "unique" if the infor
mation provided by the intending licensee upon which the 15 
algorithm relies when executed upon the platform is itself 
"unique." 

In any event, in particular preferred forms, a serial num
ber (see further on) is included in the registration number 
generation algorithm which introduces an additional level of 20 

uniqueness into the registration number calculation process. 
Accordingly, in one broad form of the invention there is 

provided a system for licensing use of digital data in a use 
mode, the digital data executable on a platform, the system 
including local licensee unique ID generating means and 25 

remote licensee unique ID generating means, the system 
further including mode switching means operable on the 
platform which permits use of the digital data in the use 
mode on the platform only if a licensee unique ID generated 
by the local licensee unique ID generating means has 30 

matched a licensee unique ID generated by the remote 
licensee unique ID generating means. 

Preferably, the system further includes platform unique 
ID generating means, wherein the mode switching means 
will permit the digital data to run in the use mode in 35 

subsequent execution of the digital data on the platform only 
if the platform unique ID has not changed. 

Preferably, the mode switching means permits operation 
of the digital data in the use mode in subsequent execution 
of the digital data only if the licensee unique ID generated 40 

by the local licensee unique ID generating means has not 
changed. 

4 
security key from information input to the software which 
uniquely identifies an intended registered user of the soft
ware on a computer on which the software is to be installed. 

Preferably, the security key is generated by a registration 
number algorithm. 

Preferably, the registration number algorithm combines 
information entered by a prospective registered user unique 
to that user with a serial number generated from information 
provided by the environment in which the software to be 
protected is to run (e.g., system clock, last modify date, user 
name). 

Preferably, the registration means is replicated at a reg
istration authority and used for the purposes of checking by 
the registration authority that the information unique to the 
user is correctly entered at the time that the security key is 
generated by the registration means. 

Preferably, the registration means checks at the time of 
boot of the software as to whether it is a first boot of the 
software to be protected or a subsequent boot. If a subse
quent boot is detected, then environment and user details are 
compared to determine whether the program reverts to a 
demonstration mode and a new user registration procedure 
is to commence, or a full version run. 

Preferably, the environment details comprise one or more 
of disc volume name, user name or computer, initialization 
date of hard disk, hardware identifier (e.g., ROM checksum) 
or other elements which are generally not user-configurable 
on the platform. 

In a further broad form of the invention, there is provided 
a method of control of distribution of software, the method 
comprising providing mode-switching means associated 
with the software adapted to switch the software between a 
fully enabled mode and a partly enabled or demonstration 
mode; the method further comprising providing registration 
key generating means adapted to generate an enabling key 
which is a function of information unique to an intending 
user of the software; the mode-switching means switching 
the software into fully enabled mode only if an enabling key 
provided to the mode-switching means by the intending user 
at the time of registration of the software has matched 
identically with the registration key generated by the regis
tration key generating means. Preferably, the mode switching means includes part of the 

digital data. 
Preferably, the remote licensee unique ID generating 

means comprises software which includes the algorithm 
utilized by the local licensee unique ID generating means to 
produce the licensee unique ID. 

Preferably, the enabling key is communicated to the 
45 intending user at the time of registration of the software by 

a third party operating a duplicate copy of the registration 
key generating means. 

Preferably, the information utilized by the local licensee 50 

unique ID generating means to produce the licensee unique 
ID comprises prospective licensee credit card number, date 
of birth and full name and address. 

Preferably, the platform unique ID generating means 
forms part of the digital data. 55 

In yet a further broad form of the invention, there is 
provided digital data incorporating registration code, the 
digital data executable on a platform; the registration code 
comprising a portion of the digital data executable on the 
platform so as to switch the digital data between a demon
stration mode and a use mode. 

Preferably, the registration code when executed on the 
platform provides local licensee unique ID generating means 
whereby the digital data can be switched from the demon
stration mode to the use mode by execution of the registra
tion code only if a licensee unique ID generated by the local 

Preferably, the platform unique ID generating means 
utilizes hard disk information and/or other computer hard
ware or firmware information to determine the platform 
unique ID. 

Preferably, the platform comprises a computer operating 
system environment. 

60 licensee unique ID generating means has matched a licensee 
unique ID generated by remote licensee unique ID gener
ating means. 

Preferably, the digital data comprises a software program 
adapted to run under the operating system environment. 

In a further broad form of the invention, there is provided 65 

a security routine or registration means attachable to soft
ware to be protected, the registration means generating a 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Embodiments of the invention will now be described with 
reference to the accompanying drawings wherein: 
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FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of the relationship and 
interaction between an intending registered user and a 
registration authority of software on media secured accord
ing to a first embodiment of the invention; 

FIGS. 2a, 2b and 2c are segments of a flow chart of the 5 

procedure to be followed during registration of software by 
a user according to a first embodiment of the invention; 

FIG. 3 is a flow chart of alternative boot processes 
according to a second embodiment of the invention; 

10 
FIG. 4 is a personal information dialogue box relating to 

the procedure of FIGS. 2a, 2b, 2c in accordance with a third 
embodiment; 

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a system according to a 
fourth embodiment of the invention; 

FIG. 6 is an implementation of the fourth embodiment of 
FIG. 5 in relation to a CD ROM drive; 

15 

6 
The algorithm in the code portion is duplicated at a remote 

location on a platform 67 under the control of the licensor or 
its agents, and communication between the intending lic
ensee and the licensor or its agent is required so that a 
matching registration number or enabling key can be gen
erated at the remote location for subsequent communication 
to the intending licensee as a permit to licensed operation of 
the digital data 39 in a use mode. 

Execution of the duplicated code portion on platform 67 
comprises, in this instance, the remote licensee unique ID 
generating means. 

Mode switching means can comprise execution of the 
code portion which additionally performs a comparison of 
the locally and remotely generated registration numbers. 

Preferably, the code portion 38 is integral with the digital 
data and can be identical for all copies of the digital data. It 
is the algorithm embedded within the code portion (and 
which is duplicated at the remote location) which provides 
a registration number which can be "unique" if the infor-

FIG. 7 is a logic flow chart in relation to the decoder box 
of FIG. 6; 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a generalized system 
according to a fifth embodiment of the invention; 

20 mation provided by the intending licensee upon which the 
algorithm relies when executed upon the platform is itself 
"unique". 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram indicating one particular 
example of generation of a registration number for the 
system of FIG. 8; and 

FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of a sixth embodiment 
comprising a particular example of the generalized system 

In any event, in particular preferred forms, a serial num
ber (see further on) is included in the registration number 

25 generation algorithm which introduces an additional level of 
uniqueness into the registration number calculation process. 

of FIG. 8. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

30 

With particular reference to FIG. 1, a program comprising 
digital data protected according to a first embodiment of the 
invention is supplied recorded on a magnetic disk 10. 

Included as part of the software on that disk 10 is a 
registration and re-registration routine which executes 
whenever the program protected by the arrangement of the 
first embodiment "boots". 

With reference to FIG. 1 and FIGS. 2a, 2b and 2c, the 
It is to be understood that, in its various embodiments, the 

present invention is for the protection of digital code/ 
software by control of permission to use the digital code/ 
software. A hardware platform and a remote registration 
station implemented at least partially by means of electronic 
hardware are required by the various embodiments. 

35 operation of the security routine will be described on the 
assumption that the program on the disk 10 protected by the 
registration routine has not been registered on the platform 
or is otherwise being loaded for the first time. 

The code/software to be protected requires at least some 
adaption to be usable with the invention in its various 
embodiments. The adaptation can be universal for all copies 
of the code/software to be protected. 

The prospective new user 11 inserts disk 10 into the user 
40 PC 12 so as to be read by PC 12. 

As part of the software installation procedure, the regis
tration routine is activated causing a series of dialogue boxes 
to appear on the display 13 of the user PC 12. Having 

First Embodiment 
45 checked to ensure that the software has not previously been 

registered on the PC 12, a dialogue box A (in FIG. 2a) is 
displayed which provides the user with a choice of either 
seeing a demonstration of the software (which typically has 
features such as save and/or print disabled) or alternatively 

With reference to FIGS. 1 and 8, the system according to 
embodiments of the invention is designed and adapted to 
allow digital data 39 or software to run in a use mode on a 
platform 31 if and only if an appropriate licensing procedure 
has been followed. In particular forms, the system includes 
means for detecting when parts of the platform 31 on which 
the digital data 39 has been loaded has changed in part or in 
entirety as compared with the platform parameters when the 
software or digital data to be protected was, for example, last 55 

booted or run or validly registered. 

50 an invitation to register ownership/licensee of the software 
(after which all features of the software are made available 
to the user). 

The system relies on digital data or code 38 which forms 
part of the digital data to be protected by the system. This 
portion of the digital data, which preferably is integral to the 
digital data to be protected, has been termed the code portion 60 

38 elsewhere in this specification. The code portion 38 
includes an algorithm adapted to generate a registration 
number 66 or local licensee unique ID or registration key 
which characterizes the licensee. In this instance, the local 
licensee unique ID generator which generates the registra- 65 
tion number comprises the execution of code 38 on 
platform 31. 

If the register option is selected or if the user cancels the 
demonstration in favor of registration, then a contact dia
logue box B (in FIG. 2a) is presented on the display 13 
which provides a list (stored on disk 10 as part of the 
registration routine) which provides for example, names and 
contact numbers of the software publishing company 
together with other general product information. 

Following the user's indication of agreement during dis
play of license details (box Bl) to proceed to register, the 
user can contact the registration center after filling out the 
registration dialogue box C as detailed below. After selecting 
"continue", the registration routine begins the first step in the 
generation of a security key which will be unique to the 
current copy of the software and to certain features of the 
environment in which it runs. 
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time of distribution of the disk. Each copy has exactly the 
same registration number algorithm located upon it. A 
unique registration number or "security key" is generated 
only at the time of registration from the details supplied by 

As shown in FIG. 2b, the first step in the generation of the 
security key comprises the generation of a serial number 
generated from the current time on the system and, in this 
example, the last modify date of the software and other 
information from the computer environment. The serial 
number is encrypted and rearranged and then presented as a 
number in the registration dialogue box on the display 13. 

5 the prospective new user 11. 
The registration routine behaves generally as follows 

where any copy of the protected software boots. In this 
situation, the registration routine checks at the time of boot 
to see what registration details are present for that particular 

10 copy of the software. If no details are present, then it is 
assumed that the PC is booting from a newly distributed 
magnetic disk and registration is to occur for the first time. 
The registration procedure in that case is that followed in 

The registration dialogue box C (in FIG. 2b) prompts the 
user for details unique to that user (including, for example, 
name, company, address, state, contact number) together 
with financial details for payment for the purpose of be com
ing a registered user of the software protected by the 
registration routine (for example Mastercard or corporate 
account number details). This information, unique to the 
user, is passed through a registration number algorithm 14 15 

(represented symbolically in FIG. 1) which generates a 
registration number or security key from the information 
unique to the user together with the serial number previously 
generated. The registration number or security key is not 
made available to the user of the PC 12 by the PC 12. 

respect of FIGS. 2a, 2b and 2c. 

In the event that registration details are present, then the 
registration routine checks a number of parameters which 
are expected to be unique to the environment in which the 
software to be protected operates. In this embodiment, the 
parameters checked are hard disk volume name, user name, 

An identical registration number algorithm 14 resides on 
the registration authority PC 15. As an integrlll part of the 
registration procedure, the prospective new user 11 commu
nicates the information unique to the user which was entered 

20 and computer name and user password and hard disc ini
tialization date (not generally user configurable on the Apple 
Macintosh computer). The registration routine then checks 
these parameters against the corresponding details that it 
finds from the operating environment of the computer on 

by the user on the user PC 12, along with the serial number 
generated by the user's algorithm, to the registration author

25 which the software is running. If a designated combination 
of these details matches then it is assumed that a properly 
authorized and registered copy of the software is running 
and full access to the software is allowed. 

ity 16. The registration authority feeds this information into 
the registration authority PC 15 wherein the registration 
number algorithm 14 should produce an identical registra
tion number or security key to that produced by the user PC 30 

12 if the details communicated to the registration authority 
by the prospective new user 11 match with the details that 
have been entered on the user PC 12. Optionally, the user 
can communicate the information to the registration author
ity electronically, e.g., by fax or modem or tone phone. 

As a final stage in registration (refer to FIG. 2d), the 
registration authority 16 provides the registration number 
generated by the registration authority PC 15 to the user 11. 
The user 11 enters the registration number into the user PC 

In this manner, it is quite in order for users to provide 
other users with copies of the software protected by the 
security routine. The security routine attached to the soft
ware to be protected determines from the environment in 
which it operates whether an additional registration fee is 
required. If it is determined by the registration routine that 

35 this is the case, then the registration routine has the capa
bility to provide a fresh registration number as part of an 
authorized registration procedure pending which the pro
tected software reverts to demonstration mode. 

12 where the registration routine checks to see whether the 40 

entered registration number matches the calculated registra
tion number. If the two match, then a valid registration has 
taken place and access is provided by the registration routine 
to a full operating version of the software protected by the 
registration routine. If there is no match and a preference file 45 

(which stores the user details) does not exist then a dialogue 
box D (FIG. 2c) appears on the display 13 of user PC 12 
providing the prospective new user 11 with the opportunity 
to check hislher details or switch to the demonstration 
version of the software protected by the registration routine. 50 

Again, the registration authority PC 15 can provide to PC 
12 the registration number which it generates by electronic 
means such as modem communication. 

It will be evident that it is not obvious to the prospective 55 
new user 11 that the registration number which unlocks the 
full version of the software protected by the registration 
routine is, in fact, generated from an algorithm residing on 
the magnetic disk 10 and that it forms part of the software 
to which access is desired. 60 

In this manner, the registration procedure outlined above 
ensures that exactly the same details entered by the prospec
tive new user on hislher user PC 12 are those details 
recorded by the registration authority 16. It will also be 
evident that the procedure does not require each magnetic 65 

disk 10 containing a copy of the software to be protected to 
have a unique registration number recorded on the disk at the 

Second Embodiment 

(Auto re-registration) 
According to a second embodiment, a more sophisticated 

procedure suitable for checking at first boot and at subse
quent boot is shown in flowchart form in FIG. 3. 

This procedure incorporates redundancy to cope with 
situations where the key file containing the information from 
which the current use has been authorized may have been 
deleted or does not exist on a subsequent boot. 

The distinction as against the first embodiment is that a 
"key file" is created at the time of registration of the software 
and a duplicate key file is also created at the same time. The 
duplicate key file is arranged to be stored on the computer 
at a location separate from the program to be protected. In 
the case of the Apple Macintosh computer the duplicate key 
file can be stored in the "system" folder. 

Both the key file (stored with the software) and the 
duplicate key file are encrypted and both contain identical 
information. The information contained comprises: 

1. The user registration details including the serial num
ber, 

2. The environment details of the computer, and 
3. Details of the application protected by the security 

routine for which registration is to be or has been 
obtained. 

With reference to FIG. 3, whenever the protected appli
cation boots, a check is made by the registration routine to 
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determine whether registration details exist in the key file of 
the protected application. If they do, a comparison is made 
by the registration routine between what is stored in the key 
file and the environment to determine whether a change has 
taken place to the environment as compared with what is 5 

stored in the key file. If no change is detected, then the 
protected application is permitted to run normally. 

If there are no registration details present in the key file or 
if the above-referenced comparison between the key file 
contents and the application does not show a match, then the 10 

re-registration routine of FIG. 3 looks for the existence of a 
duplicate key file within the environment. If a duplicate key 
file exists, then the information contained within that dupli
cate key file is copied to the application key file and 
comparisons as previously described as between the key file 15 
details and the environment and application are made. If the 
comparison is positive, then the protected application is 
allowed to run normally. If the comparison proves negative, 
then the protected application is permitted to run by the 
registration routine in demonstration mode only. If a dupli- 20 

cate key file is found not to exist at all and the internal key 
file, if present, brings a negative result, then the protected 
application is allowed to run in demonstration mode only. 

This arrangement provides improved durability for the 
registration routine in the sense that it is less likely that the 25 

protected application will be caused to run in demonstration 
mode for incorrect reasons. 

Third Embodiment 

Tracking System 
With reference to FIG. 4, a modified form of the dialogue 

box C of FIG. 2b is shown which includes provision for 
entry of "your user number" in box 21. 

30 

10 
platform. The serial number 50 generated by the self
serialization process can be a required input to the registra
tion algorithm from which the registration number is gen
erated. Clearly, the serial number 50, as determined and 
displayed to the user, will then be required to be commu
nicated to the registration authority for input to the regis
tration authority's registration number generating algorithm. 

It will be observed that a serial number 50 generated in 
this manner is likely to be displayed as a different number on 
each platforni on which the software to be protected is to be 
run and comprises a randomized input to the registration 
algorithm which is determined and determinable only at the 
time of registration. 

Fifth Embodiment 

With reference to FIG. 5, there is shown in schematic 
form a microprocessor 30 adapted to operate under an 
operating system or upon a platform 31 such as, for example, 
MicroSoft DOS or Macintosh System 7. The platform 31 
allows relatively high level commands to be used to cause 
the microprocessor 30 to interact with input/output devices 
such as keyboard 32, monitor 33, loudspeaker 34, memory 
35 and magnetic or CD ROM disk 36. 

By way of example a word processing program compris
ing a length of code or digital data 37 has been copied onto 
disk 36. 

The digital data 37 includes registration code portion 38 
and use code portion 39. 

The digital data 37 is arranged in such a way that when 
microprocessor 30 seeks to first execute the digital data 37 
by way of operating system or platform 31 the digital data 
comprising the registration code portion 38 is caused to 
execute first in a manner previously described in reference 

At the time a prospective new user enters his/her details 
into the other boxes comprising the dialogue box C, there is 
an option for the user to enter a user number into box 21. The 
user number is provided by the registration authority 16 as 
a number unique to that particular registered user. If the box 

35 to the first embodiment of the invention. The execution of 
the digital data comprising the registration code portion 38 
in conjunction with the operating system or platform 31 
comprises a mode switcher which will permit the micropro
cessor 30 to execute the use code portion 39 of digital data 

21 has the user number details inserted into it, then the 
registration routine, When the next copy of the protected 
application is made, will transfer the user number details 
from box 21 to the "last user number" box 22. A similar 
transfer will take place when next a copy is made of the 
protected application if and only if the person wishing to 45 

register the next copy enters their user number details in box 
21. If they do not, then the last user number details in box 
22 remain as before. In this manner, a tracking system is 
available to the registration authority in the form of a tree 
where any given copy is identified by its ancestry based on 
current and previous user number as entered into boxes 21 
and 22. 
Self-Serialization 

In a particular embodiment, a process termed "self-seri
alization" can be utilized to produce the serial number 50 
which is displayable to the userllicensee as illustrated in 
FIG. 4. 

The serial number 50 is disguised by use of a random or 
pseudorandom number input to the algorithm which gener
ates the serial number at the time of first boot of the software 

40 37 only in a demonstration mode unless and until registra
tion involving reference to an external registration authority 
is first completed successfully. This registration procedure is 
as previously described with reference to the first embodi-
ment. 

The digital data 37 can comprise, for example, a word 
processing program such as Wordperfect 6.0 available from 
Wordperfect Corporation. The registration code portion 38 is 
integral with the digital data 37 comprising the word pro
cessing program. The registration code portion 38 includes 

50 the algorithm for calculation of the registration number as 
previously described in respect of other embodiments of the 
invention. 

It will be appreciated that the registration code portion 38 
55 effectively forms simply a part of the software or digital data 

37 to be protected/registered and that the digital data 37 will 
be or can be identical for all copies of the word processing 
program produced. The registration code portion 38 allows 
a unique link to be made between the digital data 37 and an 

60 individual authorized or licensed to use the digital data 37 by 
way of initial execution of a copy of the digital data 
comprising registration code portion 38. 

as part of the initial registration procedure. For example, the 
serial number, when generated by the self-serialization pro
cess, can be generated by a random number routine forming 
part of the registration software or it can be generated by the 
registration software with reference to data which is avail- 65 

able in a widely varying fashion on the platform on which 
the software is located-for example, a time reference on the 

With reference to FIGS. 6 and 7, a specific realization of 
the fifth embodiment will be described. 

With particular reference to FIG. 6, a decoder 51 is 
interposed in the datapath from the CD in CD player 52 and 
a digital-to-analog converter 53. The digital-to-analog con-
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verter 53 is the device by which digitally encoded musical 
or video information residing on CD ROM 54 is converted 
to analog form suitable for playback on current mass pro
duced television sets (video) or hi-fi sets (audio). 

12 
changed as provided to it by platform unique ID generator 
70. 

In this embodiment, serial number 50 is comprised of two 
components, namely system information 71 and a variable 

The decoder 51 comprises part of the platform upon 
which the digital data 37 is executed and includes means to 
interpret the code portion 38 of the digital data 37 whereby 
the registration system is implemented such that the digital 
data 37 and, more particularly, the use code portion 39 of 
that digital data 37 can be executed on the platform in a use 
mode only if the registration procedure to which reference 
has been made in respect of previous embodiments has been 
performed. 

5 key portion 72. The variable key portion 72 provides the 
characteristic of self serialization described earlier in the 
specification and, in this embodiment, is generated at the 
time of registration on platform 31 by reference to a variable 
platform parameter, in this case reference to system time 

10 information, although other parameters which are variable 
can be utilized in other embodiments. 

The registration code portion 38 can include a preview or 
demonstration related to a subset of the balance of the digital 15 

data on the CD 54 which can be executed by the platform 
without license. 

The decoder 61 includes LCD display 55 and keypad 56 
whereby the licensee can enter information via keypad 56 20 

and receive information via the LCD display 55 for the 
purpose of the registration procedure. 

System information 71 can include information which 
identifies the hardware comprising the platform 31 on which 
the user program 39 is to be executed such as, for example, 
CPU number (where available), or unique parameters asso
ciated with the firmware in use. The system information, 
optionally, can further include system configuration infor
mation such as amount of memory, type of processor etc. 

It will be noted, therefore, that serial number 50 will 
appear to an intending licensee when it appears on screen as 
per box C in FIG. 4 as an apparently random variable having 
no obvious link to the platform 31 or the user program 39. 

However, when the serial number 50 is communicated to 
In addition a smart card (SRAM) 57 is receivable by the 

decoder 81 for the purpose of customizing or amending 
operation of the decoder 51. 25 the remote licensee unique ID generator 67 a secondary 

algorithm complementary to the algorithm which generated 
the serial number including variable key portion 72 and 
system information 71 is able to "decode" or otherwise strip 

With reference to FIG. 7, the registration procedure 
following insertion of CD 54 into CD player 52 is as follows. 
The user operates the play control and decoder 51 reads from 
CD 54 code portion 38 of digital data 37 located thereon and 
executes this code so as to determine whether the digital data 30 

is already licensed for the platform. If not, a demonstration 
is communicated via digital-to-analog converter 63 whilst 
the user determines whether to register as a licensee of the 
digital data 37 in the manner indicated in the flowchart of 
FIG. 7. 35 

Sixth Embodiment 

With reference to FIG. 8, there is shown a block diagram 
of a system according to a further embodiment of the 40 
invention which is to be read in the context of the earlier 
generalized description in respect of FIG. 1. 

The system illustrated in FIG. 8 operates in the manner 
generally described in respect of previous embodiments and 
as generally outlined in the diagram. In the context of the 45 

block C illustrated in FIG. 4, and with reference to FIG. 9, 
the algorithm, which generates the unique user identification 
and which is resident both as the registration code portion 38 
in digital data 37 integrally bound to use code portion 39 for 
execution on local platform 31 and also as remote algorithm 50 

61, is attached to registration database program 62 for 
execution on the remote platform 63. 

The algorithm, in this embodiment, combines by addition 
the serial number 50 with the software product name 64 and 55 

customer information 65 and previous user identification 22 
to provide registration number 66. 

away the variable key portion 72 so as to make use of the 
system information 71 if allowable and desirable in the 
circumstances. 

Whether the system information 71 is utilized or not, the 
serial number 50 generated in this manner provides an input 
to the algorithm which generates registration number 66 
which presents as an apparently variable parameter thereby 
rendering "cracking" of the software registration system 
more difficult and unlikely. 

Seventh Embodiment 

The schematic diagram of FIG. 10 illustrates a substan
tially hardware implementation of the invention applicable, 
for example, for implementation of the CD arrangement of 
FIG. 6 or the more generalized arrangement of FIGS. 8 and 
9. 

In this embodiment, a prospective user 80 of digital code 
81 on media 82 by its execution on platform 83 firstly inserts 
the media 82 into an appropriate digital code reading device 
within platform 83 (e.g., a floppy disk drive or a CD ROM 
drive). 

Customer information C is provided by user 80 both 
direct to local encoder/decoder 84 and also to local adder or 
summer 85. 

Additionally, product information P derived from media 
82 (typically via platform 83) or else via the intermediary of 
the user (signified by the small man symbol) is provided to 
encoder/decoder 84 and to summer 85. As discussed earlier, all of the items to be summed, 

namely items 50, 64, 65 and 22 must be communicated to 
the remote licensee unique ID generator 67 by the intending 
licensee whereby algorithm 51 causes the production of a 
registration number 66 which matches identically with the 
locally produced registration number. When mode switcher 

Finally, a serial number S derived from platform 83 is 
60 supplied either directly or via the intermediary of user 80 to 

encoder/decoder 84 and to summer 85. 

68 verifies the match, then the mode switcher 68 allows 
execution on platform 31 of the full user program 39. 

Prior to allowing execution of the full program, mode 
switcher 68 will also check whether platform ID 69 has 

Summer 85 acts as a local licensee unique ID generating 
means by combining, by addition, customer information C, 
product information P and serial number S in order to 

65 provide a local licensee unique ID here designated Y. 
Encoder/decoder 84 transmits the serial number S, the 

customer information C and the product information P via 
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modems 86, 87 over the public switched telephone network 
14 

ensee unique ID. 
2. The system of claim 1, wherein said local licensee 

unique ID generating means generates said local licensee 
unique ID by execution of a registration algorithm which 
combines information in accordance with said algorithm, 
said information uniquely descriptive of an intending lic-

to a remote encoder/decoder 88 which, in turn, supplies 
signals S, C and P to the inputs of remote summer 89. 
Remote summer 89 combines these signals by addition 
(thereby acting as a remote license unique ID generating 5 
means) so as to provide a summed output, here termed X, 
which represents a licensee unique ID or enabling key which 
should match identically with the local licensee unique ID or 
registration key or registration number Y if inputs S, C and 

ensee of said digital data to be executed in said use mode. 
3. The system of claim 2, wherein said mode switching 

means permits operation of said digital data in said use mode 
10 in subsequent execution of said digital data only if said 

licensee unique ID generated by said local licensee unique 
ID generating means has not changed. 

P to summers 85 and 89 are identical. 
The licensee unique ID termed X is transmitted back via 

encoder/decoders and modems 84, 86, 87, 88 to comparator 
90 which outputs a high signal if X equals Y. This condition 
corresponds to the local licensee unique ID matching with 
the licensee unique ID generated at the remote location by 
the remote licensee unique ID generating means generally 
comprising summer 89. 

4. The system of claim 3, wherein said local licensee 
unique ID generating means comprises part of said digital 

15 data when executed on said platform. 
5. The system of claim 4, wherein said mode switching 

means comprises part of said digital data when executed on 
said platform. 

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the information utilized 
Digital code 81 on media 82 comprises code identified as 

a demonstration portion D together with code identified as a 
use portion U. There may be other kinds of code designated 
o as well. 

Code 81 is executed on platform 83 (for example, a 
microprocessor or a substantially hardware based, dedicated 
playback device such as a CD drive) with the code being 
passed through a mode switcher comprising first gate 91 and 
second gate 92 together with relay 93. 

20 by said local licensee unique ID generating means to pro
duce said licensee unique ID comprises prospective licensee 
details including at least one of payment details, contact 
details and name. 

7. The system of claim 1, said system further including 

First gate 91 energizes relay 93 so as to permit execution 
of code of type D but not code of any other type such as of 

25 platform unique ID generating means, wherein said mode 
switching means will permit said digital data to run in said 
use mode in subsequent execution of said digital data on said 
platform only if said platform unique ID has not changed. 

~~u. ~ 
Second gate 92 permits execution of any kind of code by 

closure of relay 93 provided only that the output of com
parator 90 is high (which is to say that X equals Y or that the 
local licensee unique ID matches with the licensee unique 
ID generated by the remote licensee unique ID generating 35 
means comprising summer 89). 

Comparator 90 together with gates 91, 92 and relay 93 
comprise one particular form of mode switcher or switching 
platform 83 of various kinds of code such as the code of 
types D and U. 40 

Industrial Applicability 
The aforementioned may be applied either in dedicated 

electronic hardware or by means of more generalized digital 
computation devices such as microprocessors and the like 
whereby digital code or software (which may incorporate at 45 

least part of the code which, when executed, acts as a 
licensee unique ID generator) is fully enabled only after 
following a specified licensing procedure. 

The above describes only some embodiments of the 
present invention and modifications, obvious to those skilled 50 
in the art, can be made thereto without departing from the 
scope and spirit of the present invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A registration system for licensing execution of digital 

data in a use mode, said digital data executable on a 55 
platform, said system including local licensee unique ID 
generating means and remote licensee unique ID generating 
means, said system further including mode switching means 
operable on said platform which permits use of said digital 
data in said use mode on said platform only if a licensee 60 
unique ID first generated by said local licensee unique ID 
generating means has matched a licensee unique ID subse
quently generated by said remote licensee unique ID gen
erating means; and wherein said remote licensee unique ID 
generating means comprises software executed on a plat- 65 

form which includes the algorithm utilized by said local 
licensee unique ID generating means to produce said lic-

8. The system of claim 7, wherein said platform unique ID 
generating means comprises part of said digital data when 
executed on said platform. 

9. The system of claim 8, wherein said platform unique ID 
generating means utilizes hard disc or other platform infor
mation to determine said platform unique ID. 

10. The system of claim 1, wherein said platform com
prises a computer operating system environment. 

11. The system of claim 10, wherein said digital data 
comprises a software program adapted to run under said 
operating system environment. 

12. A registration system attachable to software to be 
protected, said registration system generating a security key 
from information input to said software which uniquely 
identifies an intended registered user of said software on a 
computer on which said software is to be installed; and 
wherein said registration system is replicated at a registra
tion authori~ and used for the purposes of checking by the 
registration authori~ that the information unique to the user 
is correctly entered at the time that the security key is 
generated by the registration system. 

13. The registration system of claim 12, wherein said 
security key is generated by a registration number algorithm. 

14. The registration system of claim 13, wherein said 
registration number algorithm combines information entered 
by a prospective registered user unique to that user with a 
serial number generated from information provided by the 
environment in which the software to be protected is to run. 

15. The registration system of claim 12, wherein said 
registration system checks at the time of boot of said 
software as to whether it is a first boot of the software to be 
protected or a subsequent boot, and, if a subsequent boot is 
detected, then environment and user details are compared to 
determine whether the program reverts to a demonstration 
mode and a new user registration procedure is to commence 
or a full version run. 

16. The registration system of claim 15, wherein said 
environment details comprise at least one element which is 
not user-configurable on the platform. 
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17. A method of control of distribution of software, said 
method comprising providing mode-switching means asso
ciated with said software adapted to switch said software 
between a fully enabled mode and a partly enabled or 
demonstration mode, said method further comprising pro
viding registration key generating means adapted to generate 
a registration key which is a function of information unique 
to an intending user of the software; said mode-switching 
means switching said software into fully enabled mode only 

16 
only if a licensee unique ID generated by said local licensee 
unique ID generating means has matched a licensee unique 
ID generated by said remote licensee unique ID generating 
means; and wherein said remote licensee unique ID gener-

5 ating means comprises software executed on a platform 
which includes the algorithm utilized by said local licensee 
unique ID generating means to produce said licensee unique 
ID. 

if an enabling key provided to said mode-switching means 10 

by said intending user at the time of registration of said 
software has matched identically with said registration key; 
and wherein said enabling key is communicated to said 
intending user at the time of registration of said software; 
said enabling key generated by a third party means of 15 

operation of a duplicate copy of said registration key gen-

20. A method of registration of digital data so as to enable 
execution of said digital data in a use mode, said method 
comprising an intending licensee operating a registration 
system for licensing execution of digital data in a use mode, 
said digital data executable on a platform, said system 
including local licensee unique ID generating means and 
remote licensee unique ID generating means, said system 
further including mode switching means operable on said 
platform which permits use of said digital data in said use 
mode on said platform only if a licensee unique ID generated 

erating means. 
18. The method of claim 17, wherein said registration key 

is also a function of the environment in which said software 
is installed. 

19. A remote registration station incorporating remote 
licensee unique ID generating means, said station forming 
part of a registration system for licensing execution of 
digital data in a use mode, said digital data executable on a 
platform, said system including local licensee unique ID 
generating means, said system further including mode 
switching means operable on said platform which permits 
use of said digital data in said use mode on said platform 

20 by said local licensee unique ID generating means has 
matched a licensee unique ID generated by said remote 
licensee unique ID generating means; and wherein said 
remote licensee unique ID generating means comprises 
software executed on a platform which includes the algo-

25 rithm utilized by said local licensee unique ID generating 
means to produce said licensee unique ID. 

* * * * * 


